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HALFWAY THERE…BUT WHERE?

We’re rapidly coming to the end of June, and with it the halfway point of the Year of Our 
Lord 2019. How are you doing on those New Year’s resolutions/restitutions/revolutions? 
For me it’s hard to imagine that the time has gone this fast, but that’s the problem with 
time; the older you get the faster it seems to go. Allow me a little trip down memory 
lane…I recall when Kay and I first started to visit the Sun Coast of Florida, it was back in 
the mid-80s and we’d drive down from Wisconsin and spend the better part of a winter 
week in the warm glow of the Sunshine State. In 1988 we decided to take our first trip to 
Germany, and Kay had never flown before, so I booked a flight from Madison, through 
Chicago, to Tampa, for our late winter romp in that Florida sun. Our European vacation 
was scheduled for September. Now I’ve got to tell you…I remember the strangest 
things. I have perfect recollection of driving our rental car over the brand-new Sunshine 
Skyway Bridge and hearing the Bon Jovi song “Livin’ On A Prayer” which had been 
released in 1986. I’d sing that chorus at the top of my lungs (drove Kay nuts)…”Woah, 
we're halfway there. Woah, livin' on a prayer. Take my hand, we'll make it I swear. 
Woah, livin' on a prayer”…The song centers on a young couple trying to build a life on 
love, hard work, a limited income and perhaps a word of prayer; perhaps. Why do I 
bring this up? Probably because I needed to fill space; that and the fact that the song 
says that they’re “halfway there”; halfway to making it. So here we are…halfway to 
another new year…2020. But so what? What will be the big deal about making it, about 
changing the calendar again? We’ve done this how many times before? My question 
is…are we halfway to making it to our ultimate destination; to the gates of heaven and 
into heaven? Looking around on Sunday mornings here at TLC I’d have to think so, for 
the vast majority of us, at least if you are looking at it from the perspective of time. If you 
take the constraints of time out of the equation though the question…and answer…
becomes totally different. Our present and eternal reality is that we’re not halfway there, 
we are ALREADY there. In Jesus Christ, and by faith in His promises, we’ve made it. 
We already have access to heaven as heaven is defined as wherever God is. We may 
not see it with our physical eyes or hear the songs and praises with our ears of flesh, let 
alone smell, taste or touch its indescribable beauty, at least not yet; but it is most 
certainly ours as a gift of God’s amazing grace. We don’t have to love more, work more, 
or earn more to “make it”. No, we’ve already got it in Jesus our Savior. He’s loved, 
worked and earned it for us! This is one of the tensions we Christians live in…”The Now 
and Not Yet”. We have the gift of heaven in our possession, and eternal life in it, but we 
don’t yet have it in all of its fullness; in totality. That will come when we leave this mortal 
life either by death or the coming of Jesus in glory and are clothed in immortality to live 
in the glorious face to face presence of our God forever. Until then we are still citizens of 
God’s heavenly kingdom, on a lifelong journey back home.


